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To measure the time by water, the fluidity of fire, the endless mobility of the city, the

liquid form of concrete, the movement of the pixels… As a person who puts

emphasis on the notion of “water”, I am looking into the concepts that water has

carried to me, waves have brought to me…

Water and water management is one of the dominant themes of Ancient Greek

literature. Pindaros, Thales, Aristoteles, Plutarkhos thought about water and

attributed a great meaning to water. Thales’ definition of water as “arche” is one of

the first basis of the thought system that is based on water both philosophically and

politically. Having been considered to be sacred in different belief systems, used in

rituals, water has always been attributed a spiritual purification, beyond its physically

purifying properties. Of course, there has also been a destructive and destroying

side of water which we can start with the flood stories of the Ancient World and carry

out until today. In countless examples Gilgamesh to Noah, water both plays this

destructive role and allows everything to restart as a kind of  “resetter”.

It is possible to see the conceptual importance of water in human history from the

fact that “water clocks” were the best way to measure time until the 17th century.



The water clock, also known as Clepsydra, was in use before Ctesibius, but he was

the one who developed its latest version and brought it to its ideal form which

continued to be actively used for almost two millennia to define time.

Therefore, for centuries it has been an ordinary detail of life: translating the

movement of water to time which is difficult to define, to recognize, to measure;

sometimes to interpret and makes us want to stop the flow of it by knotting has been

an ordinary detail of life.

Starting to think about water brings the mind to flow and fluidity. All liquids in nature

and even in the human body are in an endless flow. This movement, this infinite

mobility is equal to life. Following this, it is also possible to go deeper. Like the tree

roots extending each other under the ground. Deeper and deeper, to the nucleus of

the planet… And from there, jumping back to the Earth. Just like movements of lavas

erupting from magma resembling fire streams in the Earth. With Lava coming from

the nucleus of the planet as fluid fire and reaching the surface, volcanic geographical

sections and with changing forms of lead and other solids by melting, the references

and meanings that they produced are also changing for us. The movement of liquids,

gases and plasmas, the collision of molecules with each other, the changing form of

matter, the possibilities arising from melting and the power that comes with

flexibility… The dynamics of fluids that combine harmony and chaos...

Fluidity is not just a concept of nature. The fluidity of urban life and the components it

brings, concrete, architectural elements, traffic, the flow of human movement belong

to today's infinite mobility. This belonging is spontaneous like speaking a language

that we know very well. And of course, the fluidity of the digital world, of codes and

pixels… Binary codes, the invisible networks that bind us together, and pixels, the

information carrier of current visual culture, is as much about life as water today. At

this point, the mind arrives at the fluidity of reality, identity and knowledge. It is

possible to define information as a value that can travel between layers as a bodiless

fluid, preserving its meaning and quality. While focusing on the speculativeness of

science and the fluidity of information, there are inquiries and questions about our

perception of reality and the fluidity of identity with VR (Virtual Reality), AR

(Augmented Reality) and AI (Artificial Intelligence).

Is the human species now on the verge of another existence? An existence woven

with filters, virtual spaces, augmented reality and artificial intelligence? N. Katherine

Hayles, while explaining the disembodiment and fluidization of knowledge, also

searches for the existence of the human race with the concept of "post-human"



reaching a "post-human" realm with the technological maneuvers of the time.

Moreover, how can it be possible to talk about the existence of rigid and constant

homosapiens in a paradigm in which we have to prove that we are not robots by

clicking on a box that says "I am not a robot" several times a day through CAPTCHA

software? Fluid Dynamics is interested in asking all these questions together, without

seeking absolute answers.
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